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Context
The FEWG/CIFFC (Fire Equipment Working Group) wanted to create competition in the fire
resistant uniform market. In the event of a change in supplier, it was important that other
textiles be evaluated before making any decisions. Since Nomex was selected for firefighter
uniforms, other suppliers have been included without necessarily being evaluated. Finally, a
standardization of the types of textiles used by the different Canadian forest firefighting
agencies is not to be excluded.

Mandate
The CIFFC mandated its members to test various fire resistant textiles currently on the market in
an effort to establish which textiles best meet the needs and reality of fieldwork.

Selected textiles
The SOPFEU uses Nomex uniforms for all its firefighters and extra firefighters. Testing began in
2012 on 3 other textiles: Glenguard, Drifire and Kermel 99%. A fourth textile, Tecasafe, was
added in 2013 but was only tested by the firefighters in Maniwaki. Two companies, Uniformes
Louis-Hébert and Tencate, provided the Tecasafe uniforms free of charge. They also provided
two pairs of pants of differing weights (7 oz. and 8.5 oz.) for the three firefighters participating
in the tests.
Six firefighters from the Baie-Comeau base joined the testing in 2013. However they only had a
Kermel 99% shirt and Glenguard pants. The textiles all met the CAN\CGSB 155.22-97 standard.
The following details each textile:

Table 1: Textiles and corresponding colour
Type of textile

Shirt colour

Pant colour

Red

Shirt weight
(oz)
6.4

Dark blue

Pant weight
(oz)
6.4

Glenguard (Kermel
79%)
Drifire
Kermel 99%
Tecasafe

Orange
Yellow / Beige*
Red

7.0
5.25
7.0

Beige
Green
Dark blue

7.0
7.6
7.0 / 8.5

*The yellow material was no longer available for the Baie-Comeau firefighters added in 2013.
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Table 2: Firefighters that participated in testing and clothing tested

Nom
Keven Laroche
Mathieu Charron
Christopher Danis
Patrice Beauseigle
Régent Desmarais
Éric D’Amour
Régis Tremblay
Samuel Cardinal
Steve Lapointe
Larry Dresdell
Francis Gauthier
Simon Dansereau
David-Jones Maguire

Base
Maniwaki
Maniwaki
Maniwaki
Maniwaki
Roberval
Roberval
Roberval
Baie-Comeau
Baie-Comeau
Baie-Comeau
Baie-Comeau
Baie-Comeau
Baie-Comeau

Drifire
X
X
X

X
X

Shirts
Glenguard
Kermel 99%
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Tecasafe
X
X
X

Drifire
X
X

X
X

Pants
Glenguard
Kermel 99%
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

Tecasafe
X
X
X

Date testing
began
2012
2012
2012
2012
2012
2012
2012
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
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Analysis of the textiles used in the field
The busy fire season allowed the firefighters from Baie-Comeau to test the new textiles often.
However, because of the 65 lbs. weight limitation during inter-base exchanges, the Maniwaki
fire fighters did not travel with the new textiles. Considering that they do not know the
durability of the new textiles, they tend to favour their Nomex uniforms when going to another
base. Moreover, since they are often in a position of authority in regards to other firefighters or
EFFs, they prefer using their uniforms that are identified SOPFEU. However, they tested the
new textiles frequently when they were at their home base.
The qualities of the Kermel 99% shirt can not be denied. The firefighters appreciate how it is
lightweight and generally very comfortable. Despite the supplier’s apprehensions, no loosening
of the seams has been observed. Continued testing is necessary to properly compare this
product with Nomex.
The same can be said for the Glenguard pants. That is, they greatly resemble Nomex but with
superior comfort when undergrowth rubs up against the lower leg. An unraveling of the textile
was observed on the uniform of a firefighter in Maniwaki. However, the fraying only occurred
on the back pockets and did not imminently compromise the seams. For the moment, this is
the only indicator of Kermel’s (79% in this case) tendency to ‘’slide’’. Currently, none of the
firefighters consider this textile inferior to Nomex, but they do not all agree that it is superior. A
change in the established standard should therefore be based budgetary reasons.
In regards to Drifire, it is the textile that most benefited from a second season of testing.
Certain fire fighters have begun to appreciate it, particularly for its softness and flexibility.
However, it is thicker than the other textiles making it much warmer. For cool days it seems
ideal, but not necessarily for an entire season.
A consensus can not be reached on the Kermel 99% pants, contrary to the Kermel 99% shirt. In
this case, it is clearly a question of personal taste. The textile is thicker than Nomex, but it does
not chafe the skin when wet.
The newest textile, Tecasafe, was not tested enough to do it justice. Due to the fact that only
three firefighters from Maniwaki had this textile and that they were frequently in other bases,
they did not exhaustively evaluate the uniform. Furthermore, they had a total of 6 shirts and 7
pairs of pants to evaluate. During a short fire season, it is difficult to sufficiently evaluate each
piece. This abundance of clothing is not optimal, albeit necessary from a scientific point of view.
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It is essential that the same firefighters be used for all the testing. Currently, they agree that the
shirt is very similar to Nomex but only softer. It is relatively supple, even without being
laundered. The same can be said for the pants, although the 8.5 oz. model is probably too
heavy. Long term use could change this perception. The 7.0 oz. pants are comparable to the
Glenguard pants, that is, they seem slightly superior to Nomex, but not enough to convince all
the firefighters.
Finally, several firefighters commented on the cut and colour of the uniforms as well as the
configuration of the pockets. Their comments are not included in this report because not all
the firefighters were asked to evaluate those aspects. However, very pertinent comments were
submitted. The configuration of the tested uniforms was like that of the Ontario uniform. This
configuration is slightly different that that of the traditional Quebec uniform. If there is an
opportunity to improve our standard, those comments should be collected and analyzed.

General recommendations
Obviously, it is both critical and recommended that testing continue. It is important to confirm
whether Kermel is a textile that is sufficiently resistant for our operations over several years.
Testing shows that yes they are, however, they have not been as aggressively used as the
Nomex uniforms. All the fire fighters that have a Kermel 99% shirt and a pair of Glenguard pants
also have 2 complete Nomex uniforms. The use of SOPFEU colours and identification along with
certain improved features (pen pocket on the sleeve) would most likely incite the fire fighters to
test the uniforms more frequently. However, concerning colour selection, we are entirely
dependant on the suppliers. If we had a higher purchasing volume, it would be possible to
choose.
Objectively, testing should continue throughout at least one more exhaustive fire season. If the
Kermel is conclusive, we could replace certain used Nomex uniforms with Kermel. This would
lead to a higher purchasing volume as well as more observers. Clearly, testing would be spread
out over many years, but this would enable an informed decision should we change our
standards.
In conclusion, the Kermel 99% shirt is a favourite, while the Glenguard and Tecasafe pants
seem to have an added value when compared to Nomex.
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Appendix 1: Evaluation form
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TEXTILE EVALUATION
NAME OF THE OBSERVER:
NAME OF THE PRODUCT:
DATE:
Year/month/day
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE TEXTILE – SHIRT
Excessive

Moderate

Good

Excellent

N/A

COMMENTS

N/A

COMMENTS

CRITERIA
Weight
Humidity retention
Heat retention
Suppleness of the fabric
Resistance to tears
General comfort
Chafing due to seams
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE TEXTILE - PANT
Excessive

Moderate

Good

Excellent

CRITERIA
Weight
Humidity retention
Heat retention
Suppleness of the fabric
Resistance to tears
General comfort
Chafing due to seams

Was the textile tested on a fire?

Yes



No



I don’t know



If so, complete the following table:
Evaluation period
Fire number

Number of days on the fire

Function on the fire
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If not, was the textile tested in conditions representative of a fire?
Yes



No



I don’t know
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Is this textile comparable to Nomex?

Superior
I don’t know




Inferior



Equivalent





No



I don’t know



Should we conserve this textile in order to replace Nomex?
Yes

Comments:
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Appendix 2: Drifire textile
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Appendix 3: Glenguard/Tecasafe textile
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Appendix 4: Kermel 99% textile (shirt only)
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Appendix 5: Nomex textile (currently used)
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